ern District, and the other by the members from the. West. As the members from the Southern district were nearly unanimous against Mr. Clinton, this proposition produced a perfect ferment in the meeting. The Clintonian leaders sprang to their feet, and contended with each other for precedence in denouncing the proposition, which they characterized by all sorts of hard names. They said that it was aimed at Mr. Clinton—as if it could have had any other aim—that it was unusual and unfair. A motion was made to amend it, so as to provide for a, vote for the. two Electors by ballot. Speech after speech followed on their side—our friends naturally waiting- for mo to defend my own proposition, and I to let the storm spend itself.
At the first pause I demanded the attention of the meeting as the. mover of the resolution, which I ought, in common courtesy, to Inivo been permitted to explain before it was so grossly assailed.   The leaders of the opposition finding that they had been too hasty, more readily acquiesced in giving me a fair hearing.    I then stated my object to be to bring the question of Mr. Clinton's appointment to a test by the viva-voce vote of the meeting; that everybody knew that if my resolution was adopted he would be excluded—those who were for his exclusion voting for the resolution and those who were in favor of his appointment voting against it;  that in ordinary  cases there might be no great objection to a vote by ballot, although it was always preferable that those who represented others should vote openly, and in this case there were circumstances that made the obligation to vote openly imperative.   No one could doubt that when we were elected large  majorities  of  our  respective  constituencies  were   decidedly against Mr. Clinton, and the proposition to give him the proposed proof of the restored confidence of the party was an affair of yesterday—brought forward without consulting the People or the po.ssihil-ity of consulting them.    I was bound to presume, from the well known sentiments of our constituents, that the result of our vote would be the same whether we voted by ballot, or viva vocc and in either case against Mr. Clinton, but if it should happen to turn out otherwise, there would, of necessity, be great excitements in the State—thousands would think that a March had been stolen on the party—there would of course be. a desire to know who had done it— suspicion would be spread over the State, and the meeting owed it to itself to save each member from the consequences of the acts of others, which could only be clone by an open vote on the resolution. If a majority of the Meeting were in favor of appointing Mr. Clinton, and should say so in an open and manly Avay, I would cheerfully submit to the. decision, but no right-minded man could, upon reflection, desire such a result without being at the same time willing to bear the responsibility of it.   After pressing these and similar con-

